
SHOULDERS
Stiff shoulders

(OA, Adhesive capsulitis, decreased movement)



The triad of shoulder pathology

Clincal presentation

degeneration

Cuff related instability



u Shoulder stiffness at the glenohumeral joint can occur as a result of bony 
anatomy, the adaptation of soft tissues around the joint or a combination of 
both. The physiotherapy assessment of the stiff shoulder aims to determine 
the key drivers of stiffness in an effort to decide the most appropriate 
management strategies.



OA

u OA of the GH jt will usually be 
present in conjunction with cuff 
dysfunction

> impingement/bursitis > cuff 
“tears” > degeneration and OA



History/Presentation

u Over 60 years of age

u Global stiffness of the shoulder

u May here crepitus

u History of previous trauma or ongoing cuff pathology

u May have OA in other joints

u Reporting no specific “incident”

u Constant ache and night pain



Behaviour of Pain

u Often into the arm as well as the shoulder region. 

u Neck symptoms may be present from long standing postural changes

u Pain on resisted movements if cuff involved – cuff testing is non 
discriminatory



Contributing factors

u Downwardly rotated and anterior tilted scapula

u Increased thoracic kyphosis

u Poor cuff function



Tests: to confirm the pathology

u Passive limitations match active limitations to movement

u External rotation limited in neurtral

u Xray to confirm 



Soft tissue
u Shoulder stiffness secondary to soft tissue adaptation can be thought of in three types of 

conditions: adhesions secondary to trauma (including postoperative) resulting in contracture 
formation, poor muscle control/posture and idiopathic frozen shoulder.

u Soft tissue trauma to the shoulder region results in the formation of irregular and uneven 
collagen fibres causing fibrotic adhesions. Shoulder stiffness can be caused by immobilization 
following an insult such as fracture. Stiffness can also result not only from pain associated 
with other shoulder structure pathology, but also in the presence of thyroid, cardiac or 
pulmonary disease, thoracic surgery, diabetes, neurological conditions and postmenopausal 
changes. Inactivity associated with psychological factors such as emotional stress and 
depression could also have an effect on shoulder stiffness.

u Soft tissue adaptation can occur with habitual poor posture and use. However, muscle 
tightness as a result of overactivity, rather than adaptive shortening, can also result in a 
perceived contracture.

u Frozen shoulder can be a primary (idiopathic) or may be secondary and associated with 
another systemic illness. A primary or ‘true’ frozen shoulder occurs where there is no 
exogenous cause or pre-existing condition. It presents an idiopathic decreased range of 
motion (ROM) in which no systemic diagnosis, precipitating shoulder condition or radiographic 
explanation can be found. Secondary frozen shoulders are defined as those with a known 
intrinsic or extrinsic precursor, typically causative of shoulder pain and dysfunction that 
ultimately leads to global stiffness (e.g. diabetes, stroke, hypo- or hyperthyroidism, rotator 
cuff disease, cardiac disease) and in association with prolonged immobilization or trauma



Which soft tissue structures cause 
restriction in the glenohumeral joint?



Stages of frozen shoulder

Stage I: Freezing stage

2.5 months to 3 months

The patient reports an insidious onset of diffuse shoulder pain, difficulty lying on 
the affected side and progressive loss of shoulder motion. Patients often identify 
pain at night. Ache is unrelated to activity and may be worse at rest

Stage II: Frozen stage

4 months to 12 months (approximation)

The pain gradually subsides and is described as a dull aching type of sensation and 
occurs at the extreme of their available movement. Loss of motion plateaus with 
passive motion equal to active motion or gross reduction of glenohumeral 
movements, with near total obliteration of external rotation (capsular pattern)

Stage III: Thawing stage

12 months to 42 months (approximation)

This is characterized by the gradual improvement of shoulder motion and the 
reduction of pain symptoms, mean duration from onset of frozen shoulder to 
resolution is over 30 months



Treating!

u Physiotherapy can be useful throughout all stages of a frozen shoulder; 
however, it has been found that intensive stretching into the painful ROM 
could aggravate the symptoms.

u In the pain-predominant phase, physiotherapy treatment should focus on ROM 
exercises within comfort and pain relief modalities. Russell et al. identified 
the importance of the psychosocial support provided by physiotherapy 
intervention analysing the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.

u Strengthening is important but must be kept in a comfortable range







Questions?


